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A Simplified Method for Performance 
Evaluation of Public Transit Under 
Reneging Behavior of Passengers
by Md. Kamrul Islam, Upali Vandebona, Vinayak V. Dixit and Ashish Sharma
This	paper	develops	a	model	based	on	the	Markov	Chain	technique	to	evaluate	performance	of	a	
public transport route. The model addresses a special situation where a passenger left behind by 
a bus leaves the system without any further waiting to make an alternative travel arrangement. 
Such	reneging	behavior	is	indicative	of	an	infinite	penalty	associated	with	further	waiting	from	a	
passenger viewpoint. Apart from the theoretical derivations for the various attributes of interest, 
numerical examples to analyze the system performance (such as expected number of passengers 
served, expected number of abandoned passengers, and expected amount of unused space on the 
transit system) are presented.	This	provides	insights	for	optimum	selection	of	fleet	size	and	size	of	
vehicles
INTRODUCTION
Two basic problems often faced by analysts of transportation systems are related to estimation of 
vehicle size and frequency of service. In the case of public transit systems, the use of smaller buses 
with a relatively high service frequency lowers the average waiting time and increases operating 
speed, but is not suitable for high passenger demand conditions as it costs more to operate per seat 
provided. On the other hand, comparatively larger buses are usually associated with lower operating 
cost to operators, but lead to low service frequencies and long average waiting time for passengers. 
From the operator perspective, it is desirable to use large vehicles that maximize productivity. From 
the passengers’ perspective, the frequency of service is the matter of concern. This poses a dilemma 
to transit designers in selection of service configuration to meet user needs and desired service levels 
in terms of service frequency.  
The analysis in this paper offers insights to the problem faced by transit system designers; 
namely with regard to fleet size as well as what should be the size of the vehicles that should be 
part of the fleet. To address this, a stochastic model using Markov Chain Technique is formulated 
for a bus transit system with multiple stops, where carriers with a regular headway serve all waiting 
passengers under a capacity constraint. Markov Chain is a method used to model sequential 
events of bus operation at a stop where randomly arrived passengers wait for a bus and board the 
bus depending on space availability after alighting of passengers. This paper sheds light on the 
performance of transit using the following metrics: number of passengers served by the system, 
number of passengers that were unable to use the service because of space unavailability, and 
number of unused space throughout the transit operations.
LITERATURE REVIEW
There were a number of studies performed on bus size and frequency related to urban public transport 
systems with the aim of improving system performance and enhancing efficiency.  
Jansson (1980) paid significant attention to operating cost and user cost while arguing that 
previous models underestimated user cost and overestimated operator cost. He proposed a model 
that minimizes total social cost, which includes operator cost, passenger waiting time, and travel 
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time during peak capacity conditions. He concluded that the vehicle size required to minimize social 
cost is smaller than the vehicle size found in practice, where the number of vehicles is set for a given 
vehicle size to achieve an average occupancy rate (the mean occupancy rate is the ratio of the mean 
passenger flow to the product of the service frequency and the bus size).  Oldfield and Bly (1988) 
provided an analytical model to determine optimal bus size, which considered elastic demand that 
is affected by trip cost.  They showed that the optimal size varies with the square root of demand 
and with the unit cost to the power of 0.1 to 0.2. In a case study in the United Kingdom for typical 
urban operating conditions, they found that the optimal bus size lies between 55 and 65 seats for a 
monopoly service. 
Jansson (1993) included the variability of value of time to optimize the vehicle size, frequency, 
and journey price simultaneously. However, because it required large amounts of data, this model 
was found to be difficult to implement compared with other models. Lee et al. (1995) developed 
a model that is able to find the bus size for different periods of day in addition to optimal bus size 
for each route. They also attempted to find suitable conditions to use one bus or alternative uses 
for a mixed-size fleet. They determined the threshold ratio of peak demand to off-peak demand for 
multiple-route operation is 1.92 and showed that mixed-fleet operation is preferable on multiple 
route operation in case of high variation in demand between peak and off-peak period. Rietveld et al. 
(2001) have extended Mohring’s (1972, 1976) basic “square root model” for frequencies and derived 
a general formulation under an alternative regime of welfare and profit optimization for frequency, 
vehicle size, and cost of building a railway system.  It was observed that in rail transport, the average 
occupancy rates were low. Chien (2005), with the objective to minimize total cost, developed a 
methodology integrating both analytical and numerical techniques to optimize headway, vehicle 
size and passenger route choice for a feeder bus service. The methodology is then applied to analyze 
a non-stop feeder bus service connecting a selected rail station and a recreation center (Sandy Hook, 
NJ). It was shown that the optimal fleet size is a function of the demand multipliers. If the demand 
multiplier is less than 0.7, the optimal fleet size is three buses. The optimal fleet size is four and 
five buses if the demand multiplier is between 0.7 and 1.1, and greater than 1.1 but less than 1.6, 
respectively. Dell’Olio et al. (2008) have presented a model to solve the problem of optimizing 
frequencies and bus size on a transit network consisting of 15 routes. They claimed that their model 
can designate different types of buses on each route taking into account the reciprocal influence of 
each route in addition to optimization of the capacity of the bus. However, their model differs from 
the more commonly held idea that smaller buses are more profitable in a majority of cases.
These earlier studies did not consider the situation where passengers are unwilling to wait 
for the next bus when they have been unable to board an earlier bus. The current study considers 
such situations, where buses are full, the transit operators lose a proportion of passengers. This 
deteriorates the level of service of the transit system. 
For the objective of estimating the expected number of passengers served by transit systems, 
allowing for lost passengers, a queuing theory technique known as the Markov Chain method has 
been applied. In queuing theory, serving more than one customer at a time is a case known as bulk 
service. The service capacity is referred to as variable capacity, as it is not the same at all instances 
of service. In a transportation system analogy, customers are passengers and servers are vehicles, 
respectively. Bulk service for a single station was first addressed by Bailey (1954) and Downton 
(1955) applying imbedded Markov Chain technique for a transportation system when the average 
number of passengers that can be served was constant. Jaiswal (1961) extended Bailey’s model for a 
series of stations where number of passengers served were not constant, rather based on the number 
of passengers waiting at a stop and vehicle capacity. Arguing that these models are very complex to 
solve and numerical answers to these models are difficult to find, Giffin (1966) developed a model 
for a transit system with a series of stations where the simplification was made in assuming there are 
no en-route departures of customers and all customers remain onboard the vehicle until it reaches 
the terminal. A. Grosfeld-Nir and Bookbinder (1995) and Lam et al. (2009) considered departure of 
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passengers from buses at on-route destinations but did not link with the performance measures of 
transit systems.  This paper demonstrates how a Markov Chain technique can be utilized to calculate 
numerical answers to a model bulk service transit system of multiple stops served by a fixed-size 
vehicle fleet. 
MODELING FRAMEWORK
This section presents a description of operation of a bus route and the associated notations along 
with the modeling framework used to evaluate performances of bus transit systems. 
Description of A Bus Route Operation
The operation of bus transit in a route that contains multiple stops is illustrated with the aid of the 
schematic diagram shown in Figure 1 (a) and Figure 1 (b). From the point of view of bus operation, 
empty buses are dispatched from the dispatch station and travel along the route allowing passengers 
to alight and board at stops. This process of serving, boarding, and alighting passengers continues 
stop after stop. The bus movement is presented as a trajectory diagram in Figure 1(a). The vertical 
axis shows the distance travelled by buses along the route stopping at designated bus stops, and the 
horizontal axis indicates the time. Inclined lines between two stops show bus travel from one stop to 
the next stop. Inclined lines between two stops show bus travel from one stop to the next stop. The 
dotted lines between two inclined lines show the time spent at stops allowing mainly for boarding 
and alighting of passengers. As shown in Figure 1 (b), there are five events related to passengers. 
These events are (a) passengers arrive at a bus stop, (b) passengers board a bus upon arrival if space 
is available, (c) passengers wait for a bus, (d) passengers leave a stop if space is not available, and 
(e) a bus departs with passengers for next stop.  
Figure 1 (a): Trajectory of Buses Along a Route for Regular Headway of Buses
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Figure 1 (b):  Schematic Presentation of Dynamic Interaction Between Bus and Passengers
 at Stops 
Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in the model formulated to describe the bus operation in Figure 
1(a). 
a) Operational:
•	Bus size: Buses dispatched in this service are assumed be of the same size.
•	Service process: Buses serve passengers up to their passenger capacities after passengers alight 
from bus at given stop. If there is no passenger boarding at a stop, buses skip the stop. It should 
be noted that no time stop is considered here.
•	Capacity of stop: The capacity of the bus stop to accumulate arriving passengers is assumed 
to be infinite. 
•	Time table: To simplify the model, buses are assumed to arrive at stops according to a fixed 
timetable and early or late arrivals of buses are not allowed. 
•	Headway of bus:  Bus headways are assumed to be less than 12 minutes to justify the 
adoption of random arrival of passengers at stops. Evidences from several empirical studies 
demonstrated that this assumption is reasonable.   Jolliffe and Hutchinson (1975) provided a 
behavioral explanation of the association between bus and passenger arrivals at a bus stop. 
They presented passenger arrival pattern in three categories: (i) proportion of passengers 
(q) arrive coincidentally with the bus (see and run to stop), (ii) proportion of passengers 
(1-q) who arrive at stop at optimal time based on published timetable and experience, and 
(iii) proportion of passengers (1-q)(1-p) who arrive randomly.  Bowman and Turnquist 
(1981) used the term “unaware” of schedule for the passengers who arrive at stops randomly. 
Moreover, they reported that 12 to 13 min. headways is transition from random to coordinated 
passenger arrivals at stops as concluded by Okrent (1971). O’Flaherty and Mangan (1970) also 
suggested 12 min. in Leeds as the transition. Furthermore, Seddon and Day (1974) showed 
by empirical research that passengers arrive at stops randomly for headway at less than 10-12 
minutes. Fan and Machemehl (2009) identified 11-minute vehicle headway as the transition 
from random passenger arrivals to non-random arrival.
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•	Number of alighting passengers: No passenger disembarks from a bus at the first stop, as the 
bus arrives empty at the first stop. At other stops, except the last one, the number of alighting 
passengers depends on the arrival occupancy. Passenger alighting probability is assumed to be 
the same during the period of study. Passenger behavior is assumed to be independent of each 
other. Thus, the number of alighting passengers at each stop is assumed to follow a binomial 
distribution as suggested by Andersson and Scalia-Tomba (1981). At the last stop, all on-board 
passengers alight to ensure the bus is empty.  
•	Alighting and boarding process: It is assumed that boarding of passengers on a bus starts after 
the completion of alighting of passengers. A fraction of onboard passengers alight upon arrival 
at a stop according to the above assumption. Also, a bus picks up all passengers while adhering 
to a capacity constraint. 
•	Boarding and alighting times: For simplicity, boarding and alighting times are assumed to be 
negligible. 
•	Travel time: Travel time between stops is assumed constant and remains unchanged during the 
operation period. 
b) Demand :
•	Arrival of passengers: It is assumed that passengers arrive randomly at a stop according to a 
Poisson process. The number of passengers waiting is a function of passenger arrival rate at a 
stop and the time interval between two consecutive arrivals of buses. Furthermore, passenger 
arrival at one stop is independent of arrivals at any other stop.  It is assumed that passenger 
demand does not change over the period of interest.   
•	Passenger waiting behavior: It is assumed that an alternative mode of transportation is available 
for “impatient passenger.” An impatient passenger is defined as a person reluctant to wait for 
another bus when he/she is denied entry to the first bus to arrive due to inadequacy in space. 
Hence, passengers rejected to be served by the next bus are considered lost from the system. 
This kind of model can be an approximation for transit operators serving suburbs where the 
population may have a low tolerance to waiting time. For example, passengers who look for an 
alternative mode of transportation to be on time at work during rush hour (i.e., 6.00 am to 9.00 am) 
can be considered impatient passengers. Also, this analysis can be viewed as a particular situation 
of a large system where there is substantial one-way traffic from suburban areas to the city center. 
Another scenario where the analysis applies is when passengers wait for a bus on a street just outside 
their homes (where they have a personal auto immediately available). If the bus has no capacity to 
accept passengers, then they would travel by their autos.
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Notations: The following notations are adopted in the formulations
Table 1: Notations
N Total number of stops
V Number of buses provided per hour
n Index number of stops to be served
λn Passenger arrival rate at stop n
Alighting proportion of passengers at stop n
Hn  Headway of bus at stop (i.e., Time between two consecutive buses at stop n)
xn  
 Number of passengers on bus leaving stop n
Probability of j number of passengers on a bus leaving stop n 
Distance between two stops n and n+1
C Bus size in terms of seats and standing passengers allowed
nkg
Probability that k passengers arrive at stop n in the time interval of Hn and given by
!
)(
k
He knn
Hnn λλ−
Mathematical Formulation for the First Stop
Important performance measures for a bus transit system can be developed from the probability 
distribution of space available on buses as they progress along a fixed route. This probability 
distribution can be obtained by carefully monitoring the four events mentioned in the previous 
section. 
Consider Pn as the probability vector of number of onboard passengers on a bus leaving stop 
n and pin  indicates each element of the vector where value of i ranges from 0 to C. This means the 
probability vector  Pn  has C+ 1 element, which can be represented as (p0n , p1n , p2n.........pCn).
The first stop, the first entry of the probability vector, p01, indicates the probability of no 
onboard passenger when the bus leaves stop 1. For example, in this particular case of stop 1, when 
no passenger arrives between the two consecutive buses, there will be no passengers waiting, and 
therefore no passengers will be onboard after stop 1.  Thus, the probability of no passenger arriving 
at the stop, (or probability of no onboard passenger in the bus departing the first stop) can be derived 
as nnnn HnnH eHeg λλ λ −− ==
!0
)( 0
01 . Other entries p11 , p21.............pC-1,1 can be found in a similar way by varying 
the value of k from 1 to C-1 in the expression 
  
respectively. The last entry, pC1, 
can be found by simply applying total law of probability as   or by summing the 
probability of passenger arrivals as ,  since no passengers alight at the first stop, the 
probability vector of the number of onboard passengers leaving the first stop  p1 can be found as 
follows:
njp
nd
ne
L
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(1) 
Since passengers can alight at stops other than the first, the method to find the 
entries of the probability vector of onboard passengers on the buses at other stops 
p01 , p11 , p21 ,......... ...., pC1  is different from above and is discussed in the next section.
Mathematical Formulation for the Second and Subsequent Stops
When a bus approaches the second stop, the number of available spaces in the bus is reduced by the 
number of passengers picked up at the first stop.  However, the number of available spaces on the 
bus at the second stop can increase if one (or more) onboard passengers alight at the second stop. 
Then the waiting passengers at the second stop are allowed to board the bus until the bus is full. 
Passengers left behind in the event of inadequate capacity are considered lost from the system, as 
mentioned earlier. Since passenger arrivals at stops and alighting are random, passenger boarding 
and alighting at a stop can be modeled as a stochastic process. Thus, there are two sets of probability 
arrays required to describe the algebra related to transit route operation: 
i. A probability vector representing the number of onboard passengers at a stop after the 
alighting process has completed.
ii. A probability vector representing the number of onboard passengers at a stop after the 
boarding process is completed.
Details of these vectors are described below:  
Probability vector representing the number of onboard passengers at a stop after the alighting 
process has completed upon arrival at the second stop. If there are i passengers on board a bus 
approaching the second stop, the state of the process is defined as Ei . Here, i could be any value 
between 0 to C, i.e., there will be a possibility that there are no onboard passengers, only one 
passenger on board, two passengers on board, three passengers on board, and up to a maximum of 
C number of passengers on board the approaching bus. If any of the passengers alight at the second 
stop and there are still some of the j passengers remaining on board, the state Ei will be changed to 
Ej . In other words, the process makes a transition from state Ei  to state Ej . This transition can be 
represented by a “Transition Probability Matrix,” which is described further.  
Now, let us consider, An is a one-step transition matrix related with alighting of passengers on a 
bus arriving at stop n and ɑij n  is the cell entry for row i, column j of the matrix An. The ɑij n represents 
the conditional probability that j passengers will remain on board after (i-j) number of passengers 
alight at stop n.  In other words, the conditional probability that j number of passengers will remain 
on board after alighting at stop n given that the bus approached from stop (n-1) to stop n with i 
onboard passengers. These quantities can be denoted as A2 and ɑij 2 for the second stop.  In the event 
of a bus approaching the second stop empty, i.e., there are no onboard passengers approaching the 
second stop, probability of alighting zero passengers is one.  Thus, the first entries in the first row of 
matrix A2, ɑ00 2 is 1 and  0 for other entries in the first row. 
If (i-j) passengers alight at the second stop, i onboard passengers will be reduced from i to j. If the 
fraction of onboard passengers alighting at the second stop is d2 , then (d2)
i-j
 is the probability of (i-j) 
passengers alighting at the second stop and (1 – d2)i-(i-j) = (1 – d2) j is the probability of not alighting 
(i-j) passenger at the stop. According to the principle of binomial distribution,  
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is the probability of alighting (i-j) passengers from i number of onboard passengers at stop 2. Then, 
for i  j, the entries for ɑij 2 
are .  Since, a transition from i onboard passengers 
to some number greater than j is not possible; thus, for i < j, the entries for ɑij 2 are zero.
Let us consider 2P′  is the probability vector of onboard passengers after the alighting process 
has completed at the second stop, then  2P′  can be readily obtained by multiplying P1  (the probability 
vector of onboard passenger departing the first stop) by A1 (transition probability matrix of passenger 
alighting at the second stop), i.e., 112 APP =′ .
Probability vector representing the number of onboard passengers at a stop after the boarding 
process is completed: When the alighting process at the second stop is finished, if space is available, 
the bus is allowed to pick up waiting passengers. If, after the alighting process, there are k passengers 
remaining on board, the process is said to be in state Ek . Here, k could be any value between zero to 
C, i.e., there is also a possibility of having onboard passengers anywhere from zero to a maximum 
of C that remained on board the bus. Additional boarding of passengers transforms the state from Ek 
to El . Therefore, another transition probability matrix is defined whose elements are the conditional 
probability that (l-k) number of waiting passengers at the second stop are allowed to board the bus 
given that the bus already has k onboard passengers after the alighting process has finished. Now, 
consider Bn 
 as a one step transition probability matrix associated with waiting passengers boarding 
at bus at stop n (n2) and bkl n as a conditional probability that (l-k) new passenger will board the bus 
given that it has already k passengers on board after the alighting process has finished. This is the 
cell entry for row k, column l of the matrix Bn .
In general, k passengers on board the bus will go to l, if (l-k) new passengers board the bus 
at the second stop. If  λ2 is the arrival rate of passengers at the second stop, then the probability of 
arrival of (l-k) passengers is .  Hence, the entries of the matrix B2 for each 
bus is given by, 
(2)
                    
In addition, for a bus the transition from k onboard passengers to a number lesser than k is 
clearly impossible. For this reason, bkl 2 = 0 for l < k.
The probability vector of onboard passengers in a bus leaving the second stop  (denoted by 
p2) can be readily obtained by multiplying p2 (the probability vector of onboard passengers after 
completion of passenger alighting at the second stop) and B2 (the transition probability matrix of 
passengers boarding at the second stop), i.e., . 
Since the system is Markovian, using the Chapman Kolmogorov Equations (Ross 2003), the 
probability vector for the number of onboard passengers in the bus at any stop n, Pn  for n1, can 
be found as pn = pn-1AnBn . In such an approach, the probability statements regarding the onboard 
passengers leaving a stop can be derived.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Once it is possible to calculate the probability vector of onboard passengers leaving a stop, then it 
is easy to calculate the number of passengers served, number of lost passengers, the load factor, and 
the unused space on a bus along a route. These performance measures are derived below.
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Expected Number of Passengers Served Along a Transit Route
The revenue earned by transit operators mostly comes from the number of passengers. Therefore, the 
expected number of passengers served along a complete transit route is an important performance 
measure. To evaluate this measure, the expected number of passengers remaining on a bus at a stop 
after alighting of others can be found as   .  xn is the number of onboard passengers on 
a bus leaving stop n. It ranges from zero to C.  Since passengers are allowed to board the bus after 
the alighting process has ended and the bus leaves the stop, the expected number of passengers 
on a bus leaving a stop is   . Hence, it is possible to find the expected number of 
passengers served at a stop from the difference between these two quantities, i.e., expected number 
of passengers served per bus at stop n, 
(3)                                                                                      
This expression gives the expected number of passenger served at an individual stop. The 
number of total served passengers (TSP) per bus along a transit route can be calculated by summing 
the number of passengers served at each individual stop as  .
Expected Number of Abandoned Passengers Along a Transit Route
For any given configuration of transit systems, the number of passengers unable to board a bus 
due to shortage of spaces is another measure of effectiveness. On average, the system will be in 
equilibrium in that the expected number of passengers arriving for service by each bus at a stop will 
be the sum of the number of passengers served at a stop and the expected number of passengers 
turned away from a stop. i.e., 
Expected number of passengers requesting service at a stop = Expected number of passengers served 
at a stop + Expected number of abandoned passengers at a stop.
(4) Expected number of abandoned passenger per bus at a stop, 
                          E(Abn) = λnHn — E(Sn)
This expression provides the expected number of abandoned passengers at an individual stop 
among the system of N total stops. The number of total abandoned passengers (TAP) per bus along a 
transit route can be calculated by summing the number of passengers lost at each individual stop  as 
.
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Number of Total Unused Capacity in Bus Along a Transit Route
When service demand  is low compared with the supply, some bus spaces  remain unused during the 
service period, and transit operators can calculate the amount of unused capacity in buses defined 
as the capacity remaining after the passenger boarding process is finished and buses begin leaving a 
stop. These unused spaces can be calculated by subtracting the number of passengers onboard from 
the bus size, i.e.
(5)  E(Un) = C — E(Sn)                                                      
 In the case of a bus fully congested, no unused spaces are left, i.e, number of unused spaces on 
bus is zero. The number of total unused capacity (TUC) per bus along the complete route can be 
found by summing the expected unused spaces in buses at each stop as  .
Moreover, the variance of these measures can be calculated at each stop as follows:
(i) Variance of served passengers per bus at stop n  
(6)                      
 
                            
(ii) Variance of abandoned passengers  per bus at a stop:     
(7)                                                                                            
Work Utilization Coefficient
Another performance indicator namely “Work Utilization Coefficient (WUC)” is adopted from 
Vuchic (2005) as the output or quantity of offered or utilized service on a transit line expressed as 
“transportation work W”. When all buses of a fleet run on entire lengths of routes, offered work W0, 
expressed in space-kilometer during one hour is:
(8)                                                                     
Passenger-kilometer traveled along the transit route is called Utilized work Wu. The procedure 
to calculate this value is shown below.
Let us consider a matrix, “passengers-kilometer matrix,” denoted by PK of dimension (m×n) 
is constructed, where m is the origin stop of a passenger and n is destination stop and pkmn is the element of passengers-kilometer matrix indicates the value of passenger-distance travelled from 
origin stop m to destination stop n where m =1, 2…..N and n = 1, 2, 3……N. The matrix PK can be 
presented as follows:
(9)          
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Formulation of each element of the matrix PK is explained here. In general, no passengers 
alight at the same stop they board the bus. This formulation neglects those passengers who board in 
error and cannot get down at the same stop. Thus, the entries in the main diagonal of the matrix PK 
are zero, i.e,  pkmn = 0; for m = n. Furthermore, since it is obviously impossible that the numerical value of a destination stop n less than the origin stop m, the entries below the main diagonal are zero. 
i.e, pkmn = 0; for m > n.In the event of passengers alighting at a stop immediately after their origin stop, the passenger-
distance travelled can be found straightforwardly by multiplying the distance between two stops (Le) 
by number of passengers alighting at the stop. Number of passengers alighting can be calculated 
by multiplying the onboard passenger in a bus leaving the origin stop E(Sm) by the alighting 
proportion at the destination stop dn. Thus, for n= m+1 and n  N, the entries of the matrix PK are E(Sm)dm+1Lem for n= m+1 and n  N.
In the case of a passenger alighting at a stop other than that immediately following the origin 
stop, the entries are  for m + 1 < n < N.  Then, total passenger-kilometers 
(TPK) can be found by summing all the elements of the PK matrix as follows:   
(10)                                                        
Now, WUC can be defined as the ratio of utilized work to the offered work as per Vuchic (2005) 
as:                                                
(11)                                       
Ratio of Lost Work to Demanded Work (Lw/Dw)
A performance measure, the “Ratio of Lost work to Demanded work (Lw/Dw)” (Islam et al. 2014), 
is used to investigate the effect of bus size and frequency of service on the performance of a transit 
system. Here, “Demanded Work (Dw)” is defined as passenger-km that is demanded by passengers 
to travel along a route based on their origin and destination.  However, some passengers may leave 
the system in case of space unavailability on the bus without further waiting. The passenger-km 
anticipated by abandoned passengers is termed as “Lost Work (Lw).”  Thus, the ratio of lost work 
to demanded work (Lw/Dw) reflects the amount of lost transportation work in relation to demanded 
transportation work that awaits for service in the system. Mathematically, the demanded work can 
be found by replacing E(Sm) by E(λmHm) (i.e., number of arrivals at stop m between two consecutive 
buses) in Equation 12 as follows:
(12)                   
Similarly, the lost work (Lw) can be found by replacing E(Sm) by E(λmHm) (i.e., number of 
abandoned passengers at stop m per bus) in Equation 13 as follows:
(13)       
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The term “Ratio of Lost work to Demanded work (Lw/Dw)” is used here to investigate the 
adequacy of supplied capacity in response to demand for service, whereas the term “Work Utilization 
Coefficient (WUC)” indicates utilization of supplied capacity to the system. Analytically, the higher 
the value of the ratio Lw/Dw reflects the higher amount of lost transportation work and vice versa. For 
the hypothetical bus route presented in the fifth section, the values of WUC and Lw/Dw for different 
sizes of buses against service frequency is shown in Figure 4.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The way in which a transit system designer can use the developed model is illustrated here by a 
series of examples. The impacts of simple policy decisions are also described. A numerical example 
is presented using the same demand data from Hickman (2001).  Suppose an operator wants to 
examine the role of bus size and number of buses on a route with 10 stops, where each stop has 
infinite waiting room and stops are equally spaced. It is assumed that passengers arrive at all stops 
following the Poisson distribution with mean arrival rate specified in column 2 of Table 2. Table 2 
also shows the proportion of passengers who alight at stops. Since empty buses start their journeys 
from the first stop, no passengers alight there. However, passengers alight at the second through the 
ninth stop, if these are their destinations and all remaining passengers alight upon the arrival of a bus 
at the tenth stop.  To investigate the role of bus sizes on transit system performance,s bus capacity 
is increased in a stepwise manner from 20-passenger bus to 60-passenger bus. In addition, the bus 
headways are assumed to be less than 12 minutes as mentioned earlier.  In this analysis, bus capacity 
includes standing passenger spaces and available number of seats. With such a fixed configuration, 
a transit designer will be confronted with two basic problems, determining bus size and fleet size.   
Table 2: Parameters of Example Bus Route (Hickman 2001)
Stop
Arrival Rate
(passenger/minutes)
Alighting
Proportion
1 0.75 0
2 1.5 0
3 0.75 0.1
4 3 0.25
5 1.5 0.25
6 1 0.5
7 0.75 0.5
9 0 0.75
10 0 1
Numerical analysis of performance measures of the transit system with respect to passengers 
served by the system and those abandoned due to unavailability of space on buses as a function of 
different service frequencies are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Based on the figures, it is observed that the number of passengers served by the system increases 
as the bus size and frequency increases. This also implies that as the bus size and frequency increase, 
the number of abandoned passengers decreases. However, unused capacity increases with an 
increase in bus size and frequency. This suggests that when a transit agency runs large buses, the 
number of passengers that can be accommodated on the bus increases for a given service demand, 
and cuts down the number of abandoned passengers.
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Figure 2: Passengers Served Per Hour by Different Sizes of Buses Against Service Frequency
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Figure 3:  Abandoned Passengers per Hour by Different Sizes of Buses Against Service 
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Figure 4 (a): Work Utilization Coefficient for Different Sizes of Buses Against Service 
 Frequency
Figure 4 (b): Ratio of Lost Work to Demanded Work for Different Sizes of Buses Against   
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The utilization of system capacity is shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b) using the WUC and the 
ratio of lost work to demanded work (Lw/Dw), respectively. It is observed that both WUC and Lw/
Dw decrease with increases in bus size and frequency. A decrease in Lw/Dw indicates that the amount 
of lost work will be reduced if large sizes of buses with higher frequency are supplied [Figure 4 
(b)].  However, in such cases, WUC will be reduced [Figure 4 (a)] indicating lower utilization of 
systems, which is not desirable to transit operators. Thus, the problem of the transit system designer 
is to select the appropriate total system capacity, which trades off between bus size and frequency. 
Figure 5: Comparison of Policy to Examine System Behavior by Providing a Few Larger   
 Buses or Number of Smaller Buses 
Figure 5 shows the trade-off between providing larger or smaller buses as a function of spaces 
supplied per hour to the system.  If it is assumed that the transport planner has the freedom to use 
any number of buses of a particular size, then the same level of system capacity can be achieved by 
providing a small number of large buses at a smaller frequency or a large number of smaller buses 
with a high frequency. For example, a total system capacity of 100 spaces per hour can be supplied 
by five 20-passenger buses per hour. The effect of such policy choice is explored graphically using 
the numerical example in Figure 5. It is observed that there is a smaller number of abandoned 
passengers as well as lower unused capacity when there are a smaller number of large buses as 
compared with a larger number of small buses. Therefore, it can be said that under the assumptions 
made here, the best operating strategy is to select the largest bus size. Moreover, in Figure 5 the 
intersection points between the curves representing unused capacity and abandoned passengers 
seem that they should indicate a “best” policy for this application. That is, they identify several 
“optimal” points with respect to unused capacity and abandoned passengers. Looking at this figure, 
supplying between 125 and 140 capacity per hour would result in an optimal trade-off between 
unused capacity and abandoned passengers. Hence, this figure indicates possible strategies for 
selecting bus sizes based on unused capacity and abandoned passengers. Thus, it can be viewed as 
a simple application of the proposed models.
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Figure 6 (a): Standard Deviation of Passengers Served Per Bus by Different Sizes of Buses 
 Against Service Frequency at Stop 5
Figure 6 (b): Standard Deviation of Abandoned Passengers per Bus for Different Sizes 
 of Buses Against Service Frequency at Stop 5
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In addition to the above performance measures, transit operators are interested in the variance 
of passengers served, as well as the variance of abandoned passengers as performance indicators. 
Figure 6 (a) and 6 (b) show the variance of served passengers and variance of abandoned passengers 
for different sizes of bus and frequency at stop 5, which is the stop with maximum load on the route.
Figure 6 (a) shows that for a 20-passenger bus, the variation of served passengers at this stop is 
zero for frequencies between five to 17 buses per hour. This indicates that a 20-passenger bus will be 
full with respect to its carrying capacity, and passengers will be abandoned during the operation for 
most service times. Similarly, zero variance of served passengers for other bus sizes and frequencies 
signifies inability to satisfy passenger demand along the route.  The figure shows that there is a point 
for each bus size after which the variance of served passengers decreases with an increase in bus 
frequency. Figure 6 (b) shows that variance of abandoned passengers decreases with the increase in 
bus size and frequency. The lower variance of abandoned passengers indicates the high probability 
of receiving transit service and vice versa.  
CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, passenger reneging behavior is modeled in relation to bus sizes and frequencies used 
in transit operation. Passengers are described as “impatient” when they leave stops without further 
waiting, once they are unable to board a bus due to capacity constraints.  This behavior can be seen as 
an approximation of a particular situation where substantial one-way suburban commuters look for 
an alternative mode of transportation at rush hour to be on time at the workplace. Another situation 
where this analysis applies is the possibility of balking when a passenger waiting for a bus on a street 
outside his/her home has a vehicle ready to use in case of inability to board the preferred bus.  Using 
the Markov Chain technique, the stochastic elements of the bus transit system and its performance 
measures are derived. This model is then demonstrated using numerical examples to illustrate the 
impacts on transit policy. This model can be viewed as a simplified means to evaluate transit system 
performance under different levels of supply and demand. This simplified model is able to provide 
practitioners quantitative insights to problems regarding vehicle sizes and frequencies quickly and 
effectively.  
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